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The Rain Forests of Golfo Dulce. xi + 417 pp., 22 figs., 34 pls. Gainesville. 

1957 

Oncidium splendidum. Am. Orchid Soc. Bul. 26: 164-165, 1 fig. 
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A Natural Hybrid from Honduras. Am. Orchid Soc. Bul. 27: 310-312, 2 figs. 
Sobralia intermedia. Am. Orchid Soc. Bul. 27: 531-535, 3 figs. 

1959 
Notes on Epidendrum Stamfordianum. Am. Orchid Soc. Bul. 28: 174-176, 3 figs. 
Orchid Hosts in the Tropics. Am. Orchid Soc. Bul. 28: 243-244. 
Mormodes lineatum--A species in Transition. Am. Orchid Soc. Bul. 28: 411-414, 7 figs. 

1963 

Don Pablito. In "Homage to Standley", Chicago Nat. Hist. Mus. 75-78, 1 fig. 

PRIORITY AND THE STABILIZATION OF NAMES 

Stanwyn G. Shetler (Washington, D. C.) 

The task of evolving an international code of any sort is at best an arduous 
process, and then to gain sufficient acceptance of it by the international community 
so as to give it force is a feat all its own. Not only has the international botanical 
community succeeded in forging over the years an International Code of Botanical 
Nomenclature, but it has also managed to command wide respect for this Code and 
a near-unanimous adherence at least among its own elite. The rules and re- 
commendations are simple, yet precise, and with little exception they permit and 
promote orderly nomenclature, hence also orderly taxonomy, in all quarters of the 
world and in all segments of the plant kingdom. On top of this remarkable victory, 
however, ideas for the rebirth of chaos are constantly being planted. Generally, these 
take the form of fast shortcuts to desirable ends, and the eminent desirability of the 
ends often tends to obfuscate the shadowy means. One wonders always why we have 
bothered to forge a code at all when it cannot be invoked to solve our most pressing 
problems. 

The genius of the Code is ultimately its basic simplicity, and its general success 
can only be attributed to this simplicity. It is surely a universal principle of human 
nature that the more complex the laws by which we prescribe and circumscribe our 
actions the more infractions of these laws we must be prepared to sustain, and yet 
a code is no sooner born than we set about to complicate it. Botanists do not differ 
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any. Every four years we smother ourselves with new proposals that would for the 
most part either weaken or vitiate basic principles of the Code, albeit in the 
name of refinement or clarification. 

The principle of priority in the application of names is surely one of the few 
real fundaments of the Code. It is essentially so simple that any reasonably intelligent 
person with only the most rudimentary introduction to the rest of the Code can 
apply it easily. For all its simplicity, however, it is an elegant rule: compellingly 
logical and historically fair. Since the introduction of conserved generic names, its 
universal application-always one of its strong points-has been seriously eroded 
away, and this creeping disease of name conservation now threatens again to infect 
the realm of specific names. Both proponents and opponents of nomina specifica 
conservanda give signs of having exhausted their patience over this issue, and we 
seem to be heading for a final showdown at Edinburgh this coming July. In a 
recent article in TAXON, Lanjouw (Dec. 1963) effectively issued the call to 
"battle," and he more or less pointed the way for the proponents. The comments 
and arguments that I shall make here are not offered as a formal documented 
rebuttal of his or anyone else's case, because the issues are not that black-and-white. 
I only hope to stimulate further thought and discussion prior to the Congress by 
offering some informal arguments here against specific conservation. Certainly he 
speaks for many, and my own comments are directed not at Dr. Lanjouw but 
toward the problems and arguments he voices in behalf of the many. 

Dr. Lanjouw's arguments are reasoned and fair, but I find them largely un- 
acceptable and somewhat specious in view of the far-reaching consequences specific 
conservation would have. His concern, which probably epitomizes the concerns of 
all proponents, is to solve a knotty problem for all time, thereby freeing the 
creative energies of the practitioners of taxonomy for more useful work. Basically, 
I am unwilling to concede that there is any pressing need for conserving species 
names, given the Code as we now have it, which in due process can take care of 
any conceivable priority problem. And personally I find that the problems posed 
are not amenable to a one-shot solution, as Dr. Lanjouw suggests, no matter how 
wise and honorable our present efforts and intentions may be. 

There are two kinds of nomenclatural problems that plague the taxonomist 
from time to time: 1) problems that refuse to go away without appropriate action, 
and 2) problems that will quickly go away if he will only let them go away. 
Presumably, the Code is designed to accomodate the first type, and the good 
judgment of the practicing taxonomist the second type. The problem of whether 
or not to conserve specific names is certainly a perennial one, but I think it is 
largely a problem of the second type. The taxonomist's own discretion and 
judicious use of silence are perhaps his ultimate weapon in this whole matter. 
How many times do we all use better judgment and withhold name changes that 
could only be based on esoteric logic and considerations that at best would always 
be open to doubt or would upset long-established tradition for no good reason? 
While this practice would seem to be a form of crime in which one is guilty of 
suppressing evidence, the botanical community is not enjoined by such silence to 
"look the other way" for all time, as would be required if the mystery name were 
indirectly rejected by conservation. A subsequent worker is always free to exercise 
new judgment and make the change, if, through the eyes of time, the evidence 
suddenly looks more compelling. 

In priority as in all matters, the Code is designed to solve problems logically and 
methodically, allowing in due course the careful sifting of all available evidence 
by specialists. who are the ones most competent to make nomenclatural decisions. 
It is designed to bring about ultimate stability in the application of names over a 
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very long period of time. Although this stability can never be complete, the number 
of opportunities for name changes will inexorably decrease as time passes until, 
for all practical purposes, a final stability will be achieved. We are working in an 
open system with new names constantly being proposed, and the goal of a conclusive 
stability is simply not a realistic goal, whatever the process. Quite rightly, the 
Code provides for a sort of "dynamic stability," allowing enough flexibility for 
the legitimate fruits of scholarship to be incorporated into the fabric of nomen- 
clature not only in this generation but in all generations to come. The open-ended 
nature of the problem is fully anticipated. Surely, the Code will prove its efficacy if 
we will only allow for the ultimate triumph of patience. Any attempts to foreclose 
on future scholarship by hasty short-circuit procedures will not, in my opinion, 
serve our own best interests. It would be unjust and make us historically provincial. 

The proponents of conservation seem to look upon the entire problem of 
stabilizing names as a problem with very objective limits and mainly historical 
implications, forgetting that we are right now creating many new names that may one 
day become obscured, buried, and then resurrected again at some very embarrassing 
moment. There is the implicit suggestion that given enough learned and diligent 
searching a "final" list can easily be produced for the conservation ceremonies. 
Then, presumably, we could cover our tracks and deliver to the world our list of 
emancipated plants, all the while beaming with the joy of a new father over having 
accomplished for all time an urgent nomenclatural break-through. How fleeting 
the joy! 

While we certainly cannot afford to be slaves of the Code, neither can we afford 
to abandon the orderly and scholarly procedures it prescribes, for some piece-meal, 
"quickie" solution that will solve only a single, immediate problem. Any closed 
list of plants, as Dr. Lanjouw suggests we erect, is certain to provide a rigid and 
sterile stability having maximum usefulness only for a very short time in the long 
course of history and a stability that can be frustrated quickly by one of several 
obvious dodges. Some of the names will lose the benefit of their special status almost 
at once through taxonomic transfer or combination, and regardless how large the 
conserved list now it is certain to be overwhelmed in time by other incorrect names 
also needing urgently to be conserved in a new generation. 

Two courses of action are likely then. Either the whole conservation project will 
be given up as a bad dream, and the once conserved names will rest in the literature 
as white elephants-or nomenclatural fossils-forever confounding the process of 
establishing priorities through orderly process; or the conservation act will be 
repeated again and again until the original provisions of the Code will look down- 
right silly amongst the thicket of stop-gap measures. Personally, I foresee the latter. 
I find it inconceivable that a single act can solve the problem of stability among 
important plants for all time and that the doors once opened will never be 
opened again. At best, stability under any internationally accepted procedure has 
a tenuous and often short-lived existence. With the Code resting upon majority rule 
in each generation, stability by fiat could be as shortlived as five years, the length 
of the interim between International Congresses. On the other hand, to comtemplate 
an open list surely must be out of the question, unless we are really prepared to 
scrap the whole concept of priority. 

The relativity of the whole problem seems to escape the proponents of conser- 
vation, it appears to me. Just what is an "important" plant? By what criteria and 
by whom would the list be drawn up? Who among the pool of competent investigators 
would want to sacrifice an unknown block of his time for what seems largely a 
nomenclatural witch-hunt through the literature? Can the international taxonomic 
economy afford this kind of talent allocation? Yet incompetence would be intolerable! 
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Whether or not one is dealing with "important" plants (and one's own plants are of 
course always important), incorrect names are a recurrent problem in all taxonomic 
research, and it is for precisely this reason that the many pertinent provisions of 
the Code have been evolved. The slightest dabbling in the economic history of 
plants will quickly reveal that "importance" is a very fickle and by times highly 
transitory attribute, and this fact should caution our view of the present and future. 
Suppose we require that the plants be well-known, and that the names be in wide- 
spread usage. But what impossible criteria! Well known where, when, and by 
whom? Only the finest kind of hairsplitting can succeed in drawing lines between 
the "well-known" and the "not well-known" or "widely used" and "not widely 
used." Once a name is in the literature it is there for all time, and it can swing in 
and out of wide use without warning. Thus, a name may be dead for many years 
in all books and quarters of the world when suddenly it reappears in some new 
and widely used book or catalogue. Given modern means of communication and 
transportation, the concept of distribution has an altogether different meaning from 
the early days of scientific botany, even with respect to the esoteric monograph. 
Shall we count the number of books or catalogues in which the name appears or try 
to ascertain how many people are using it? Should we specify a period of years 
during which a name must have enjoyed fame up to the present? How will a 

professional taxonomist, searching the literature, decide at what point a name 

suddenly became widely used or ceased being widely used? Can the criteria be 

applied with equal rigor in families of difficult taxonomic relationships as in those 
of more straight-forward relationships for which usage would be much easier to 
trace accurately. What likelihood is there that all countries and geographic regions 
will get a fair hearing and opportunity? Will the "voting" be weighted as in the 

Security Council or be equal as in the General Assembly? 
The conclusion seems rather obvious. A fair and effective job would depend 

entirely on the scope and energy of the committee's efforts and the degree to which 
the entire botanical community took the task seriously. Broad cooperation among 
all practicing taxonomists of whatever research persuasion is purely a dream in 
matters of nomenclature, yet every last one of us would be strongly affected by the 

consequences of the zealous few. And the depth of any conservation literature search 
would be altogether contingent upon the available literature, quite obviously, which 
means that inevitably the task would be accomplished most thoroughly and im- 
partially for those taxonomic groups and geographic areas where the plants have 
been the most thoroughly investigated and publicized. 

Any list, once collected, would surely not segregate neatly into two categories: 
"important plants" and "unimportant plants;" and yet it would be all but impossible 
to make the crucial decisions on any democratic basis. From all sides the pressures 
would be overwhelming. Anyone with an economic stake in the outcome, such as 

nurserymen and agricultural marketers, would lobby fiercely and selfishly, and even 
for professional taxonomists the temptation is likely to be too much. What self- 

respecting taxonomist doesn't want to see the fruits of his scholarship immortalized 
nomenclaturally, especially if his favorite binomials are proudly suffixed by his own 
surname? Faced with two available routes to stabilization-instantaneous stabilization 
by proclamation or the secular route of meticulous scholarship-most of us would 
do our best to snatch our pet epithets from the gantlet of scholarship. 

The truth is that once the rule of priority is abandoned in the manner suggested 
by the perennial proponents of specific conservation there are no longer any 
fixed moorinrigs. and the whole problem of stability becomes hopelessly relative. To 
confess the Code's impotence in establishing priority for the so-called important 
plants is in my opinion tantamount to repudiating the whole principle of priority. 
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At this point it can be fairly asked, I believe, just whom we are trying to accomodate, 
and the answer seems to lie outside of professional botany. In one form or another 
the answer seems to be the "botanical public"-the amateur and professional 
gardeners, horticulturists, foresters, agriculturists, etc. Yet this public has always 
lived more or less outside the rule of law in nomenclature, and there is little reason 
to believe that a token conservation of names would cause even a ripple in the 
long-term usage of names in these vernacular contexts. Public use of names defies 
rules, and it is often a matter for laughs when one peruses seed catalogues and 
popular books. We only deceive ourselves, I feel, if we imagine that professional 
botanists can somehow legislate public usage, whether by setting precedent (the 
Code) or following it (conservation). Did we not long ago discard the notion of 
devising a scheme of nomenclature that could double for scientist and layman 
alike. 

On the other hand, scientific usage does influence public usage in the long run, 
and some of the more conscientious scientists in closely allied and dependent fields 
(to botany) take the cue from professional taxonomists quite quickly and diligently. 
Therefore, one can argue just as well that we as taxonomists can call a plant what 
we will, and the public will ultimately follow as a whole, albeit sometimes with a 
one- or two-generation lag. Apart from any momentary inconvenience owing to 
departure from custom, then, we are none the worse off whether we call a plant 
"A" or "B." If the changes we resist so strongly are made quickly and consistently 
throughout our literature when they are required, then the correct names will prove 
just as natural to our sons as the incorrect names now seem to us, and there seems 
little percentage in our perpetuating the incorrect ones for the sake of our own 
generation that will soon be gone. 

The "list" requiring conservation is at present largely a phantom list, as 
Dr. Lanjouw essentially concedes, and no one foresees how many names will ultimately 
need conserving. This we can well understand when we realize that a closed solution 
is being proposed for an open problem. He thinks that the list would number only 
a few hundred but allows that it might reach 1000 and then confesses that he would 
not be dismayed if the total reached 2000! Many local floras in temperate regions 
and perhaps the whole arctic circumpolar flora by themselves do not number 2000 
species. In fact, the number 2000 almost turns me pale, and yet I believe Dr. Lanjouw 
is being conservative! Once such a proposal were passed the names for consideration 
would literally leap out of the walls. It would indeed be simpler to freeze all past 
names as of 1964. 

Let me ask why we should create a problem so that we can solve it? Why search 
for incorrect names and nomenclatural trouble? Do we really want to make 
nomenclature an end in itself? I submit that a concerted drive to find incorrect 
names would create more instability than it would resolve. The proverb, "Let sleeping 
dogs lie," seems altogether appropriate here. If the cases were all as unambiguous 
as the mystery examples-never quite revealed-held ominously before us by the 
proponents, then of course my arguments would be largely irrelevant. Obviously, 
no one wants to substitute a newly unearthed scroll-name from some sort of 
"Essene cave" for a venerable binomial of 100-200 years' standing, when the plant 
in question has never known another name. If it were simply a matter of cave 
names pulling rank on modern names, we could instruct a committee to solve the 
problem with objective dispatch. Perhaps we should adopt the proponents' view, 
but empower them to treat only these black-and-white cases! When the moment 
for choosing names finally came, however, many a lobbyist would find that his 
favorite names were superseded not by one but by several or many "widely used" 
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names. It has happened often enough in the most timid of scholarly searches, and 
who can fathom the limits were the I.A.P.T. to train its full focus on finding dirty 
names? 

My most serious objection concerns the hard-to-circumscribe consequences of 
conservation in the realm of taxonomic research. The knowledge that some names 
had already been conserved would likely engender a more frivolous attitude toward 
priority in general, and, in specific, historical research, especially pertaining to the 
preparation of accurate synonymies, would certainly tend to get treated more 
carelessly. Less reliance on the historical taxonomic treatments might easily follow, 
with a subsequent careless proliferation of names. Unconsciously, one would tend 
to depend on future "acts of conservation" to rescue his later synonyms, realizing 
that the paramount concern was to get his names into wide circulation. What 
incentive would there be for working out a carefully documented synonymy for a 
conserved name? Yet, what other reliable trail into taxonomic history can there be? 

An even greater hazard obtains for Dr. Lanjouw's suggestion that a conserved 
epithet have no special standing outside the genus in which it was conserved. Such 
a provision would be a built-in invitation to "crime." It would at once rule out many 
names for conservation in those cases where Old World botanists have regularly 
placed certain species in one genus and New World botanists in another (e.g., 
Melandrium v.s. Lychnis), and it would greatly encourage genus-splitters. Any 
rebel taxonomist could quickly outmaneuver the conserved list by recognizing old 
or newly created segregate genera. Then, the botanical public would have not only 
an unfamiliar epithet to contend with but a wholly new binomial! And one hesitates 
even to contemplate for a moment the numerous satellite problems that would arise 
with respect to synonyms and homonyms when transfers or taxonomic fusions were 
made. 

Dr. Lanjouw suggests also that many economically important plants need better 
typification, but once again this problem is certainly not unique to widely known 
plants. The Code already makes provision for retypification, although not under any 
circumstances when a type, however fragmentary, already exists. To set up two 
wholly independent concepts of types and typification within the Code only invites 
chaos. He would in effect distribute 10 isotypes as holotypes, and one can imagine 
the bickering that would ensue about whose institution had the most typical specimen 
the moment anyone attempted to erect infraspecific taxa. I think that I may be in 
agreement with Dr. Lanjouw on the need for dealing more broadly with the whole 
problem of retypification, especially in view of the fact that there seems to be some 
tendency to misuse the lectotype procedure. However, the question of retypification 
should be divorced completely from the controversy over specific conservation. 

In summary, it is, to my mind, the stabilization of the Code that we urgently 
need, and I fail to see any pressing need for conserving specific names. If the Code 
is to do its job we must all exercise patience-multi-generation patience-and not 
proceed to hem it in by stop-gap, patchwork measures that only tend to cripple 
or vitiate the basic provisions. Some people, professional or public, are going to 
have to change their usage of names from time to time, and it might as well be the 
public. The taxonomic elite should lead, not follow in this matter of nomenclature. 
The public will not be placated by a once-for-all symbolic act of name conservation, 
and an open system of conservation would be nothing short of chaotic. 

Change is only painful in the short run. Despite intense admiration for the late 
President Kennedy and profound bereavement at his loss, some of us Americans 
are still smarting a bit at having to say suddenly, Cape Kennedy or Kennedy Inter- 
national Airport, in place of the fabled and, to our conditioned ears, more lyrical 
Cape Canaveral and Idlewild. We did not lack for proponents of specific name 
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conservation, and there will be many rebels in my generation; but innovation won 
out, and our children will know no better. 
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IN REPLY TO PROFESSOR LANJOUW 
B. G. Schubert (Cambridge, Mass.) 

It seems to me that the proposals by Lanjouw in Taxon (12:305-309. 1963) are 
made on a fallacious basis and that their acceptance would undermine the Code of 
Botanical Nomenclature to the extent that it would be impotent and nearly valueless. 

The principle of nomina specifica conservanda was defeated by an overwhelming 
majority at the Congress in Montreal. The compromise proposal (Lanjouw-McVaugh- 
Ross) was adopted only to determine what the scope of the problem of "stabiliza- 
tion" might be. It was made clear that the General Committee would receive lists 
of names "for which stabilization seems necessary," study the names, and report to 
the next Congress without making any recommendations. 

Professor Lanjouw is an ex officio member of the General Committee. He must 
now be completely aware of the size of the problem, although he has hesitated to 
state it, only suggesting that there might be beween one hundred and two thousand 
names to be conserved. He has made two proposals, one, to incorporate the principle 
of nomina specifica conservanda into the Code, and the second indicating the means 
for implementing this principle. By making these proposals at this time Professor 
Lanjouw is taking rather unfair advantage of his position as a member of the General 
Committee and also is acting in contravention of the wishes of the Congress at 
Montreal which made perfectly clear its desire to have the report of the General 
Committee presented without recommendations. Since, in spite of this, Professor 
Lanjouw has published his proposals in the pages of Taxon, it seems important to 
consider what effect they would have on the Code of Botanical Nomenclature, if 
accepted. 

The principle of nomina generica conservanda was accepted by the Congress at 
Vienna in 1905. From that time on the list of generic names proposed for conserva- 
tion has steadily increased and is still being enlarged. Up to the time of publication 
of the present Code (1961), in the Spermatophyta alone, 882 generic names had 
been conserved. The report of H. W. Rickett (Taxon 12:235. 1963) cites some of 
the difficulties of the members of the present Committee on Spermatophyta. It makes 
clear also that more names are conserved for the convenience of non-botanists than 
of botanists and that fewer names are conserved by unanimous action of the 
committee than by a majority, indicating basic differences in approach to the 
problem. There is no reason to think that the principle of nomina specifica con- 
servanda could be dealt with more simply; and it is unrealistic to imagine that the 
list would not be increased. 

It is true, as Professor Lanjouw points out, that "nomenclature is only a means, 
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